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Major Major Major New Apple Watch
Reportedly In The Works, But Apple Can

Afford Failures In This Industry If history is any
lesson, Apple Watch is a product that will give
every manufacturer at least one go of a success

or failure. In the case of Apple, it just keeps
moving forward like an unstoppable force.
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Bloomberg is reporting that the much rumored
updated version of Apple Watch is in the works
as early as September. According to its sources,

which includes a person familiar with the
matter, the new Apple Watch will come in two
sizes and will likely come in silver, gold, and a
black color like it did before. It will also have a

new case and new belt loop attachment.
According to the sources, Apple Watch with two

sizes will come in 42mm and 46mm. The new
Apple Watch will also have a heart rate sensor.
Unfortunately, the sources say that it is unlikely
to include a GPS sensor, but that doesn’t mean
Apple would be left out in the cold. All of its
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apps like Calorie-Counter, Eats in Minutes, and
Strava would work just fine without a GPS. If
history is any lesson, Apple Watch is a product
that will give every manufacturer at least one go
of a success or failure. In the case of Apple, it
just keeps moving forward like an unstoppable
force. Bloomberg, though, does give Apple the
benefit of the doubt. According to the sources,

Apple is currently developing the updated Apple
Watch and it will probably be ready just in time

for the launch of iPhone 7. In other Apple
Watch news, the folks at 9to5Mac say that
Apple is still trying to negotiate deals with

payment providers for Apple Pay. According to
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their sources, the deals are being negotiated with
German, British, and Finnish banks. The report

also says that MasterCard has already put in
place the financial arrangements. It won’t be
long until Apple’s users can start using Apple
Pay. If history is any lesson, Apple Watch is a
product that will give every manufacturer at

least one go of a success or failure. In the case
of Apple, it just keeps moving forward like an
unstoppable force. Unfortunately, there are no
reports from Fox News, but somehow we don
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